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I didn’t make this stuff up. Really! The Special 

Consul investigating Xiden for illegal retention of classified documents has found clear evidence that he is 
guilty – but has decided not to prosecute because of Xiden’s deteriorated mental state.  Note that most of these 
willful acts occurred many years ago when Xiden did not have the excuse of senility:

Special Counsel Finds Joe Biden ‘Willfully Retained’ Classified Docs — but Is Too Mentally Feeble to 
Prosecute
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Censorship – Zuck’s Facebook and its minions are at it for 2024:

Zuck Wants You Distracted: Instagram, Threads to Stop Recommending Political Content

 

Wait, what? Calling him a criminal and trying him in kangaroo courts for being effective while Republican 
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didn’t turn the populace against him?  What is it going to take?

 

Here is a Rasmussen poll of likely voters that asked, “Who is America’s most respected leader?”

Donald Trump Is America’s ‘Most Respected’ Leader (By a Wide Margin)

 

The other war of attrition.  Jonathan Turley asks a very intriguing question:
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Could Trump Win By Simple Attrition Rather Than Vindication?

 

The journalism of the future has arrived in time for this year’s election season – thanks to Bill Gates and AI:

Pinkerton: If Joe Biden Can’t Win in 2024, Maybe AI Can Win for Him

 

And here is how we got to where we are now”

How “Wokeness” Took Over
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Cheat by mail; why the last 90 days before an election are critical:

The Coming 2024 Leftist Election Grift

 

NOT from the Babylon Bee – they will steal it even if it is bolted down. (I doubt that the photo in the article is 
correct.  It’s a stock adobe pic. The tower was probably a guyed spire that would be easy to take down by 
cutting two anchor cables.)

200 Foot Steel Radio Tower Stolen In Alabama
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